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Fun, Educational Children's Music in variety of styles: classical, latin, 50's rock and roll, ballads (with

narration). 30 MP3 Songs KIDS/FAMILY: General Children's Music, KIDS/FAMILY: Lullabies Details: We

recommend listening to the "New Alphabet Song" (track 10) -a very upbeat 50's rock  roll sounding tune

which makes learning your ABC's a load of fun. Also, check out "Be Polite" (track 12)- a latin sounding

number which teaches some of the basics of being polite. "Be Polite" is followed by "Good Habits" (track

13)- kind of an island sounding song which emphasizes the need to develop good habits. Musicala is an

ideal gift for a child in the 0-6 year old age range. It is a wonderful learning experience which is brought

forth through a wide variety of musical styles. While there is primarily a classical influence, there are the

aforementioned latin and 50's rock and roll songs as well as ballads. The CD concludes with a series of

classical instrumentals which may be used for quiet time activities or napping. The Musicala CD has

narration which is helpful to enhance the child's understanding of the music. Many studies have been

done showing a positive effect on child development when those children are exposed to classical music

at an early age. It has been called: "The Mozart Effect". The Musicala CD contains educational songs

with a wide variety of musical styles as well as a good number of classical selections. The best of both

worlds. The Musicala CD has received a very positive response from both children and parents. We hope

you will enjoy it too. - Maria Letona Holloway  Tom Holloway - Maria Letona Holloway and Tom Holloway

are the creators of the Musicala CD. Maria received her bachelor's and master's degree with Distinction in

Piano Performance from the New England Conservatory of Music in Boston, and earned her Doctorate in

Musical Arts, Pi Kappa Lambda, at the University of Miami. Tom Holloway is an electrical engineer with

experience in the recording industry to include audio engineering work on Bobby Caldwell's first major LP

:"Bobby Caldwell". Tom, the narrator on the Musicala CD, has also done voice over work on local radio
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and television commercials.
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